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The Official Magazine of

The Cross Country Vehicle Club (Wellington) Inc
PO Box 38-762, Te Puni 5045, Wellington
The club meets at 7:30pm on the 2nd Wednesday of each month at the

www.ccvc.org.nz
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Please support our generous sponsors...
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WHEN HELP IS NEEDED
Should any members fail to return from any outing, four wheel drive or
otherwise, whether as a club member or as a private individual, the following person/s should be contacted in the first instance:
Anthony Reid 973 8262 or 027 273 6579 or 021 061 1831
Morris Jury 566 6197 or 021 629 600
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MAGAZINE CONTRIBUTIONS
This is your magazine so it can only be as good as the contributions you make!! We need any articles, trip reports,
technical items, “How-to’s”, etc to be in the hands of the editor by the end of each calendar month.
Please email to newsletter@ccvc.org.nz or post to 34a Hine Rd, Wainuiomata or fax to 04 914 8366.
DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this magazine are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the club, it’s executive or committee members. Publication of maintenance techniques or mechanical modifications should be weighed against generally accepted procedures and the Club should not be considered an authority in this area.
The mention of products, service procedures or service organisations herein does not constitute endorsement by the Club, the Cross Country Chronicle or it’s Editor.
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Upcoming National Events
Aug 24: Waikato Winch Challenge
Waikato one day at Waingaro. SH22 about 10min north of Waingaro Hotsprings hosted by the Waikato 4WD Club. Scrutineering starts 8.30, followed by 8-9 short stages. Open to all club vehicles, road legal or not but vehicles to have a six
point cage. Wire or synthetic winch rope allowed and tyre size limit 37 inch. $20.00 per vehicle limited to 20 vehicles.
Aug 31: Desert Defenders WINTER WOOLIES 4WD
Fundraising in support of Variety the Children’s Charity and kiwi kids locally in association with Manawatu 4WD Club.
A winter fundraising run onto NZDF land on the eastern slopes of Mt Ruapehu. It will be a one day run for medium / average drivers.
Subject to weather and track conditions and landholder approval. Club trucks welcome.
The cost is $100 per vehicle and we are providing meals on top of that price. Priscilla promises hearty, hot and delicious
breakfasts and dinners. Lunch will be good too! There will be free camping at the Karioi Domain on the Friday and Saturday night. The hall will have the fire going for eating and socialising only, so if you’re camping bring the -6 degree Sleeping
bag and your best polyprops! There will probably be snow, sleet and if we’re lucky FROST!
The hot showers are working at the hall for the brave campers. Vehicles will need; Good tyres, Fire extinguisher, First Aid
kit, tow ball removed, mark your recovery point with yellow insulation tape. For those ordering meals BYO Plates, cutlery,
Cup, Thermos for soup and another for Coffee also BYO refreshments for after dinner. Recommended but not compulsory –
PRS Radio, Wet weather clothing, Extra set of warm dry clothes and boots. For further queries please contact Kandy &
Craig Mott 06 38 58090 or 021744573. email: kandy@motts.co.nz or Robert & Cilla Stout 06 3859435 or 027 282 2265
Sep 06-07: Mainland Winch Challenge Rnd 4
Queenstown. Scrutineering on Friday 6th September at Grant Road, Frankton followed by 10 challenging stages on Saturday at new venue. For further details see the website www.mainlandwinchchallenges.co.nz or phone Bert Chandler on
027 422 4582.
Sep 06-07: Rotorua Winch Challenge
Subject to land access confirmation
And further ahead:
Sept 13-15 Taupo 1000 International Off Road Race
Some details in this column appear courtesy of Cathy Parker, publisher of the New Zealand 4WD and Sportvehicles magazine. Potential
participants should contact the event organiser; CCVC cannot take responsibility for any changes or inadvertent inaccuracies.
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Club Sub-Committees
The club has the following sub committees running currently (convenor named first, where applicable):
60k: Terence Broad, Ron Johnson, Bruce Mulhare, Antony Royal, John Vruink, Mark Wolstenholme
Club Recovery: Anthony Reid, Morris Jury
Community Response Group: Steve Mercer, Mike Murphy, David Coxon
Competition: Neil Blackie
Deadwood:
Safety: Murray Taylor, Carl Furniss, Peter King
Trip Leaders Forum: Steve Mercer, All trip leaders
Web Project: Murray Wills, Grant Purdie, Stefen Cook, John Parfitt, Mike Stevens
The club also has the following external organisation liaison people:
Akatarawa Recreational Access Committee: Ralph Dobson, Charles Odlin & Grant Purdie
Dept of Conservation Head Office Liaison: Paul Adams
Foxton Beach Coast Care: Bruce Mulhare, Grant Purdie, Russell Stevens & John Vruink
Friends of Belmont: Stewart Burrell
Greater Wellington Regional Council: Grant Purdie
Horowhenua District Council: Grant Purdie
Tread Lightly!: Ralph Dobson
Wellington City Council: Grant Purdie & Barry Insull

Central Districts 4x4 Club Amazing Race: Sunday 28 July
Having purchased our “new” touring vehicle; a Mitsubishi Pajero 2.8litre diesel (now called “Grasshopper”….
and no we haven’t retired Suzi Blue) we needed to check it out on an easy off road experience. Hence this is
why we left home just before 6.00 am to travel to Fielding for an 8.00 check-in for the Amazing Race. It had
been advertised as an on-road/off-road fun day and the organisers stipulated mud tyres and road transport
standard. Perfect! We borrowed the mud tyres from our son Brendon who hasn’t been off road for ages. They
had to be de-beaded, reset and fitted with longer wheel nuts so at $$$ later we had them ready to go. We
doubt that Brendon will get them back in a hurry!!! We will need them in January for the South Island Touring
Trip anyway.
We watched an amazing fiery sunrise to the east when
we were around Sanson, saw the wind turbines in silhouette and arrived at Fielding Repco a few minutes
before 8.00. The organisers had done a really terrific
job of organising the props, cryptic and road clues; and
we visited during the day many of the local businesses
in Fielding and beyond.
We were paired (or in our case trebled) with another
vehicle for safety’s sake and our team members were
locals who knew the area. Vehicles left about 10 minutes apart and we were given a list of instructions and
an ID card. There were some tasks which were completed by one member only, with no swapping if the
task got difficult. The task had to be completed or you
couldn’t get your next clue and you may not be able to
complete a task further down the track. That all
sounded pretty reasonable, so how did we misinterpret
our first clue, when it clearly said “Field of Man” and
end up at the Stock yards which was the second clue.
That was fascinating as we weren’t sure what we were
looking for and we stumbled on the orange flag and a
bag of stones with the clue inside. Were we to take the
stones or what? We did take them in case they were
needed later. They were…to hit tiles placed up high on
a steel structure in a quarry!
(Continued on page 7)
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CLUB RADIO CALL SIGNS
The Club uses a series of radio call signs in the Kxxx series to meet our licence requirements. Once you get on a trip you
soon know what call sign is tail end charlie etc for the day. But basically if you don’t yet have a Call Sign you are not
authorised to use the Club radio licence.
Call signs are available to financial members on request to database@ccvc.org.nz
So if you have purchased a suitable radio for CCVC use, make sure you get a call sign allocated.

CCVC Life Members
Tom Adams

Graham Barr

George Bean (Deceased)

Leith Bean

Peter Boniface (Deceased)

Stuart Brown

Andy Cockroft

Owen Farghar

Mike Gall

John Hughes

Bob Jeffery (Deceased)

Heather Jeffery

Ron Johnson

Steve Lacey

Colin Landy

Phil Lewton

Vern Lill

Bruce Mulhare

Raynor Mulhare

Ron Oliver (Deceasesed)

Peter Osborne

Ross Perkins

Grant Purdie

Tony Street

Ron Wadham
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(Continued from page 5)

Local knowledge was certainly an advantage to knowing where e.g. Manfield, the Stock yards, the mini golf,
“display of items gone by” or McDonalds were. Actually the clue there read “drive through the place where the
old man had a farm – e.i.e.i.o.” We were given free cokes and small fries each, which was a really nice touch.
The organiser had us returning to Manfield to find our clue (oh we were to take the stones; that was lucky!)
and 2 large bags, after we had completed 3 laps of an off road 4-wheel drive speed circuit behind the recycling
station.
Graeme was nominated to do the golf, tile hitting and clay bird shooting. I choose the ones where we had to
find a clue in the vehicle museum, gather 6 cans to drop at the recycling station, walk across a bridge in the
forest; and search for plastic ducks in a paddock. Actually the ducks were in a wetland area which necessitated wet feet. One task had us bottoms up searching for a plastic bag with a stone and a clue in a large pile
of sawdust. We found two of the three clues for our group and a few other numbers but after searching for
about 30 minutes we decided to waive the third and risk it. The next clue didn’t indicate that we would have
needed it later.
One vehicle in our convoy was a Suzuki. Unfortunately that Suzi was having trouble starting, so at every location when he stopped we had to either push him or he was towed to crash start.
The organisers had thought at one point that we all had passed the flags to get us to a river and had consequently removed them. Luckily the farmer was moving stock and directed us and we had to travel 4 km up the
river, crossing the river many times; with soft sand in many places; to another flag on the bank. On the first
river crossing the old Army Landrover in our group got stuck in the river and in trying to get out dug himself
into a hole. We shot through beside him and hooked up with his strop. He was well and truly stuck and the
first pull snapped his strop.
It was probably as old as his Landrover. He managed to reverse out
and then took a different line.
However his vehicle wasn’t working exceptionally well in water and
at every crossing he needed to
change gear (Ian said that it appeared to be starving for fuel) and
consequently got stuck. The Suzuki pulled him out each time and
his navigator got his workout with
the strop. It seemed that we had
to constantly PUSH the Suzuki and
PULL the Landrover, while we just
trundled along behind! The force of
the river did however pull our front
number plate off and we had to
get a new set throughout the
week.
At one locality we had to use the 2
bags we gathered at the first location, fill them with pine cones in a forest and tie them with the string we
were given at the 4th location. Our thought was that the organisers needed pinecones for their fire and we
were the suckers who had to gather them. Later when we had to pick up a clue at a woolshed we felt sure that
we would have to drop off the 2 bags of pine cones. No, we carried them to the end!
We were so far behind that the organisers cut our clues short and we had to travel directly to the Hansen’s
Café in Kimbolton for coffees, where various spot prizes were given out and the bags of pinecones were auctioned off to raise money for that club. Ian, who missed his clue in the sawdust was singled out for
“cheating” (how did they know that!) and not completing the event. It was a pity he didn’t win a new strop, as
one person did! Every driver however received a prize.
We left and drove the 2 hours home and watched the vibrant sunset over the sea at Pukerua Bay. Thank you
Trevor and Rosalie (Central Districts 4x4 Club) for all the organisation to make it a great day out and the opportunity to give “Grasshopper” a shake-down for other trips.
Linda Millard
Grasshopper
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Otaki Forks
map shows the original
sawmills and tramlines.
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Tripsheet Eleven

www.wgtn4wd.co.nz

Repairs and maintenance of all
off road vehicles.
Modifications a speciality.
CCVC safety inspections

Contact Carl at
Wellington 4WD Specialists Ltd
26 Hawkins Street
Lower Hutt
Phone (04) 976 5325, Fax (04) 976 5313
or 027 201 2529
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Manufactured by

Branches throughout New Zealand
Sales and Service

Free Phone 0508 BRIDON (274366)

Wellington Branch
2 Udy St, Petone 04 568 4384
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One day I was walking down the beach with some friends when someone said ..... 'Look .. a dead bird!' Fred looked
up at the sky and said...'where?'
While looking at a house, my brother asked the Estate agent which direction was north because he didn't want the
sun waking him up every morning. She asked, 'Does the sun rise in the north?' My brother explained that the sun
rises in the east And has for sometime. She shook her head and said, 'Oh, I don't keep up with all that stuff......'
My colleague and I were eating our lunch in our cafeteria, when we overheard an admin girl talking about the sunburn
she got on her weekend drive to the beach. She drove down in a convertible, but said she 'didn't think she'd get
sunburned because the car was moving'.
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A man walked out to the street and caught a taxi just going by. He got into the taxi and the cabbie said,
"Perfect timing. You're just like Brian"
Passenger: "Who?"
Cabbie: "Brian Sullivan. He's a guy who did everything right all the time. Like my coming along when you
needed a cab, things happen like that to Brian every single time."
Passenger: "There are always a few clouds over everybody."
Cabbie: "Not Brian Sullivan. He was a terrific athlete. He could have won the Grand Slam at tennis. He
could golf with the pros. He sang like an opera baritone and danced like a Broadway star and you should
have heard him play the piano. He was an amazing guy."
Passenger: "Sounds like he was something really special."
Cabbie: "There's more. He had a memory like a computer. He remembered everybody's birthday. He knew
all about wine, which foods to order and which fork to eat them with. He could fix anything. Not like me. I
change a fuse and the whole street blacks out. But Brian Sullivan, he could do everything right."
Passenger: "Wow. Some guy then."
Cabbie: "He always knew the quickest way to go in traffic and avoid traffic jams. Not like me, I always
seem to get stuck in them. But Brian, he never made a mistake and he really knew how to treat a woman
and make her feel good. He would never answer her back even if she was in the wrong; and his clothing was
always immaculate, shoes polished too. He was the perfect man! He never made a mistake. No one could
ever measure up to Brian Sullivan."
Passenger: "An amazing fellow. How did you meet him?"
Cabbie: "Well, I never actually met Brian. He died. I'm married to his fu**ing widow."
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Editorial Ramblings
WANTED: Society Gossip, Scandal, Rumour, and if all else fails, TRIP REPORTS
and NEWS! Photos also very welcome ….
Running a wee bit later than usual this month as I’ve been away down south - for those
that remember my daughter from trips gone by (she was always the one covered in mud!!!)
she has just turned 22 hence my trip south.
But with electronic publishing everyone should still have access to the magazine prior to
club night so that should all be good. I have a five page document on how to get the magazine onto the website so that is my task for this afternoon.
And on the subject of magazine content, what do people want to see in the magazine? I
know some of the stuff is in month after month after month but some things do need repeating, especially for new members. I am open to any suggestions about the content, let
me know what should be in, what should be out, should the adverts all go together (like the
NZ4WD magazine) or should they be spread out, do you want a summary of the club committee meetings, 4WD articles I can dredge up from the internet, anything, just let me
know at newsletter@ccvc.org.nz
Alan...

Committee News
Vehicle Inspections
Your vehicle should have been inspected and have a new sticker by the end of this
month. Don't forget to contact the inspector prior to the inspection so that a time convenient to them can be arranged. Remember their "paying" work comes first.
Signing into the new Membership Database.
When signing into the new database remember that you sign in using THIS email address
as that is the one known by the database. For you first sign in you will need to request a
password from the system and this will be automatically generated and emailed to you.
Then
you
just
sign
in,
set
your
own
password
and
away
you
go.
Subscriptions.
Many thanks to the 107 members who have signed into the new membership system and
completed the Subs process. Remember if you cannot make payment by using a Credit or
Debit card just contact Neil Blackie and he will happily accept your money through another
source. He just needs to know what to expect and via which method. If possible you should
go through the process and generate your invoice but STOP before you go into the "Make
payment" process.
Affiliations.
It is most important that if you affiliate to the Association through a club other than CCVC
you update your membership details in the new membership database with the name of the
club through which you affiliate. This is important so we know who to pay affiliation fees for
and who we don't.
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Radio Update.
So we’re a four wheel drive club right? We’re not a radio club right? But we use radios all the time we’re on a
club trip. So how about learning a bit more about what our sets can do. If you have a club radio or even a
PRS, there’s a whole lot more you can get out of it with a bit of coaching.
Just like 4WDing, power is everything and there are constant debates about which marque is best.
Recently, through Committee member Ian Hutchings, the club hosted an Amateur Radio Operator (HAM)
course. So far 11 club members have completed all the requirements and have been issued with a Callsign.
The course was run by John Andrews ZL2HD and club member Peter King made his business training facilities
available as a venue (thanks Firewatch Wellington).
The team met up on successive Wednesday evenings to learn about the theory of radio transmission and finished with a fairly rigorous exam. They didn’t learn much about how to operate their radios (that’s not part
of the syllabus) but now they are legitimately permitted to work their own radios on many more frequencies
than non-HAMs and take advantage of much greater transmission range by utilising the benefits of repeater
stations throughout the country. For example, by hooking into the Mt Climie repeater above Upper Hutt, our
club radios are able to cover all of the lower Wellington region from Masterton to Levin and down to just north
of Kaikoura. There are many HAM repeaters throughout New Zealand and communications can be achieved
with locals (if required) or between club trucks when they are separated beyond the direct line of sight that
our standard club frequencies allow.
Repeater stations are operated by HAM clubs and they defend their territory when incorrect transmissions are
made. There are always one or two trustees listening on frequency to ensure correct procedures are followed
but they are encouraging of new HAMs and welcome people who are trying to learn. Unlike our club chatter,
Call sign use is mandatory and if the operators do not start a conversation with their call signs, a trustee is
likely to break in and remind them of the etiquette. That aside, if a HAM can help in an emergency there will
be no restriction on what can be said or done in order to help you out.
As in 4WDing, there are many levels of HAM involvement from dedicated CW’ers (dedicated Morse code operators) to HAMs that specialise in bouncing radio frequencies off the moon to other Hams. Most 4WDers just use
the VHF or UHF frequencies and purchase a dual band radio that can receive and transmit on both.
Like the guys who have just passed the course, I’m new to amateur radio but there are many old hands in the
club with fantastic experience and I haven’t met one yet who isn’t happy to answer any radio question and I
haven’t stumped them yet. With good radio equipment and a 4WD we have a tremendous community asset
and we should be able to help out in a civil emergency.
I think there are more than 20 Hams in CCVC. There are radio clubs throughout Wellington who welcome new
members and offer advice at all levels of Ham knowledge. We think that CCVC should also have a Ham club
(although not as formal as registered clubs) and will be using the club call sign on special events. If you’re
interested in becoming a Ham or learning more about your radio, watch out for more announcements on the
club web page.
Stop Press
Several Wellington Ham enthusiasts have installed a PRS repeater above Mangaraki that offers coverage from
downtown Wellington out to Upper Hutt. If you have a PRS, turn it to Channel 8 and press the DUP button.
It will now be transmitting and receiving on different channels but you’ll be able to call a long way more than
you have in the past. PRS is open to all and call sign use is not required but it is handy if you use some sort
of identifier. You can use your ham call but this service is operating to encourage more operators into the
HAM world. We may find it useful in the bush but it is more aimed at Hutt Valley and Wellington townies.
Steve Mercer – Club Captain and ZL2SFM

And following on from Steve’s Stop Press we have an update on the repeater from Phil Lewton:
The repeater known as "Wellington Project 8" was installed on Thursday 25th July. Sited at the Maungaraki
Reservoir 245m asl and running 13dBw EIRP (21w). Since the recent earthquake and southerly storms a Wel(Continued on page 21)
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(Continued from page 20)

lington PRS repeater would be a good alternative to social media in case of a telephone or internet outage.
We have a generous host, Hutt Radio FM 106.1.
We hope to raise funds to eventually pay for the repeater and might build a second repeater if there is enough
interest. Bruce ZL2ABC along with others have made donations to finance the licence. The duplexer and antenna was purchased by John ZL2TWS in order to make a tidy single antenna installation.
Donations are most welcome as we are a long way off meeting our fund raising target. Please contact Bruce
ZL2ABC on 938-7147 to add your support.
The repeater consists of two commercial Vertex Standard radios, a VK5DJ controller and a Duplexers.eu cavity
filter feeding an RFI COL5000 Omni directional antenna. Repeater TX 476.600 MHz RX 477.350 MHz.
The controller box was built by Paul Smith ZL2UGR and donated by Neil Gibbons ZL2TNG. Mark ZL2UFI has
donated a test reference antenna for the trustee.
Casa modular systems have assisted with cable and connectors at very reasonable prices.
My idea to promote this project was to encourage radio use by the 4 x 4 club, general public and amateurs.
I believe that raising the public knowledge to use two way radio will eventually introduce radio proficient users
to amateur radio and grow the ham population once again.
The idea of this licence at Maungaraki is to trial the concept for 12 months, see what sponsorship can be
raised to keep the licence going and how much interest there will be for a higher elevation site second repeater.
Thank you for your support and 73, John ZL2TWS
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FATHER BUYS A LIE DETECTOR ROBOT THAT SLAPS PEOPLE WHEN THEY LIE
He decides to test it out at dinner one night.
The father asks his son what he did that afternoon.
The son says, "I did some schoolwork."
The robot slaps the son.
The son says, "Ok, Ok. I was at a friend's house watching movies."
Dad asks, "What movie did you watch?"
Son says, "Toy Story."
The robot slaps the son.
Son says, "Ok, Ok, we were watching porn."
Dad says, "What? At your age I didn't even know what porn was."
The robot slaps the father.
Mom laughs and says, "Well, he certainly is your son."
The robot slaps the mother.
Robot now for sale!
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Trip Categories
The following trip category definitions, plus any additional requirements specified on individual Trip Information Sheets, will be enforced, for safety reasons. Trip Leaders will turn away vehicles or drivers that do not
comply. The vehicle and driver requirements given here are a summary of the full requirements listed on the
club website. Please refer to www.ccvc.org.nz for a definitive list of requirements.
For all Categories: All open or soft-top vehicles must have a roll bar or roll cage.
All Categories other than Family 4X4 are for members only. Prospective members and visitors are welcome
if they can demonstrate to the Trip Leader they are members of another club and have adequate experience.
Family 4X4:
Description: Family trip. These trips will be straightforward and will usually include some degree of guidance
in driving techniques as necessary.
Drivers: Particularly suited to family outings and drivers new to off-road driving, this category is also open to
anybody who enjoys this style of trip.
Members: Anybody is welcome, especially prospective new members.
Vehicles: An important objective is minimal challenge and minimal risk to vehicles. Club safety equipment is
mandatory for club members; it is not mandatory for non-members although it is recommended for vehicles
once their drivers have participated in one or two trips. All open or soft-top vehicles must have a roll bar or
roll cage.
Shiny 4x4:
Description: More difficult family trips, for shiny wagons and drivers with some experience who want more
challenge and don’t mind minor bush marks etc on their vehicles.
Drivers: Must have some experience, particularly important are experience in stropping, failed hill climbs,
steep descents and sidelings. Club members must have completed CCVC Driver Training and participated in at
least 2 Family 4X4 trips after becoming a member.
Vehicles: Vehicles must have mud tyres, tow hooks and all the required equipment per the club’s document
"Vehicle Safety & Equipment Inspections". This applies to all vehicles on the trip.
Club 4x4:
Description: Challenging trips, for experienced drivers. There will be steep and challenging terrain, modestly
deep water and mud, likelihood of bush marks.
Drivers: Must have experience beyond that required for Shiny 4x4 trips, including water crossings and vehicle
recovery. Club members must have participated in at least 2 Shiny 4X4 trips.
Vehicles: Must have mud tyres, tow hooks and all the required equipment per the club’s document "Vehicle
Safety & Equipment Inspections". This applies to all vehicles on the trip. Accessories such as high-lift jacks,
externally mounted spare tyre, bush bars and multiple jacking points are of advantage. Winches are often particularly useful. Generally a short wheelbase vehicle is better suited for the tight tracks.
Hard Yakka:
Description: Difficult trips with very challenging terrain and surfaces, where winching, digging, and vehicle
damage are all a possibility!
Drivers: Experienced drivers only, must have approval of Trip Leader. Club members must have participated
in at least 3 Club 4X4 trips.
Vehicles: As per the Club 4x4 category. In addition, a roll-bar or roll-cage is recommended for all vehicles on
Hard Yakka trips. Often a winch is mandatory on a Hard Yakka trip; this will be specified on the Trip Information Sheet
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For all your suspension and
steering requirements contact:
12 Petone Avenue
Petone
Lower Hutt
Ph. 586 7413

31 Railway Ave, Lower Hutt
Ph. 04 570 6688, Fax. 04 570 6686, Mob. 021 445 239
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Welcome to ACTION TYRE CENTRE LTD where you will find great
service, and great prices along with friendly staff.
We are here to help you find the right tyre fit for your vehicle at affordable prices. We’ll fit them while you put your feet up, relax and have a
coffee in the waiting room.
We fix punctures, do wheel alignments, balancing & fitting. We also
have fleet servicing for all your business needs. Drop in or give us a
call on 04 939 2284.

Tyre & Puncture Repairs, Tyre Fitting, Wheel Balancing, Wheel Alignment
Wheels
and Fitting,
Battery
Check
and Replacement
Tyre & Mag
Puncture
Repairs,
Tyre Fitting,
Wheel
Balancing,
Wheel Alignment
For
cars,
vans,
4x4's,
light
and
heavy
commercial
vehicles
Mag Wheels and Fitting, Battery Check and Replacement
and
also commercial
industrial equipment.
For cars, vans, 4x4's, light and
heavy
vehicles and also industrial equipment.

Eftpos, Master and Visa cards accepted

Eftpos, Master and Visa cards accepted
About us:
We are a family business that employs a dedicated team to provide friendly and excellent service.
Action Tyre Centre Ltd has been in business for
over 20 yrs servicing local and regional public and
commercial vehicles.
With over 40yrs experience in the tyre business,
Phil is committed to bringing you the best. We are
able to source all the quality brands.
We enjoy being part of the Lower Hutt community.
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